2018 Vermentino Colli di Luni Etichetta Grigia
Cantine Lunae, Liguria, Italy
Product details
Vintage:

2018

Drinking:

Producer:

Cantine Lunae

Alcohol:

Region:

Liguria

Variety:

Country:

Italy

Vermentino

Tasting notes
Lunae’s Etichetta Grigia is a wine that instantly transports you to the Italian Riviera
in summertime. Elderﬂower, peach and hints of saline minerality leap from the glass
as soon as the wine is poured. The ﬁrst sip shows white peach, fresh mint and lemon
zest, wonderful acidity gives freshness and the mineral ﬁnish is reminiscent of sea
breezes. Walter Speller of JancisRobinson.com said the 2017 was “The perfect
summer wine” and the new vintage carries on this ﬁne form.
Armit Wines

About the producer
The ancient Roman city of Luni, close to the Ligurian border with Tuscany is home to
Cantine Lunae. In 1966 Paolo Bosoni made his dreams a reality and switched the
focus of the family’s land from agriculture to vine growing. His family are all
passionately involved in helping create wines from local grape varieties which mirror
the gravelly soils, beautiful climate and their own dedication to quality.
The vineyards are dotted in small parcels in the hills, foothills and plains running
down to the Mediterranean sea. This unique microclimate is protected from the cold
north winds by the Apuan Alps, while the sea promotes a high diurnal range and
good ventilation which is key to the production of healthy grapes and vibrant, fresh
concentrated wines.
Paolo is a pioneer of indigenous varieties, and he has experimental vineyards which
he studies in conjunction with the Liguria region and the National Research Centre of
Turin. As a result of this extensive research the estate eschews the use of herbicides
in favour of natural fertilisers and harvest decisions are made based on vineyard
observations as much as technical analysis.
The absolute dedication to quality and the passion of the Bosoni family have
established this estate at the forefront of wine producers in the Colli di Luni region, a
reputation you will understand when you taste their intense, mineral driven wines.
cantinelunae.it

